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to our collection of information using cookies. To find out more, review our privacy policy.× This article or section needs links that appear in an accredited publication. This notice was posted on June 20, 2014. Reopexy is a rare feature of some non-Newtonian liquids to show changes that depend over
time on their viscosity; thus, the longer the liquid is exposed to the stresses associated with the haircut, the greater its viscosity. Reopedic liquids, such as some lubricants, thicken or harden when agitated. The opposite behavior, in which fluids become less viscous, the longer they experience a haircut
effort, called thixotropy, and much more often. Examples of reopedic liquids include plaster paste and some printer ink. There is a very active way of researching possible new treatments for the synthesis of reopedic materials. There is a great deal of interest in the possible military use of this technology.
In addition, applications began to appear in the competitive sports market. Armored vests and armor for combat vehicles are key areas where efforts are being made to use reoptactical materials. Work is also under way to apply these materials to other types of protective equipment, with potential
usefulness in their ability to reduce the burden on athletics, motorsport, transport accidents and paratroopers. In particular, shoes with a reopedic fluid-based shock absorption system are now designed to improve support and capture functions. The confusion between reopedic and fluid enlargement The
wrong example, commonly used to demonstrate reopexic behavior, is that cornstarch is mixed with water that appears as a very viscous white liquid. This is a cheap and simple experiment, the result of which can be picked up by hand in a virtually solid state, but which flows easily when not under any
pressure. However, the mixture of cornstarch and water actually expands the liquid, as it does not show the time-dependent behavior and cutting efforts typical of reopedic fluid. The true reopetic fluid, when agitated, will begin to become liquid and thicken over time as long as the arousal is left. Data:
No181639 Received from Ketchup tomato sauce is a classic example of thixotropic material. Tixotropia is the property of some non-Newtonian liquids that show a change in their viscosity over time; the more fluid is subjected to haircut stresses, the more its viscosity decreases. Thixotropic fluid is a fluid
that takes the ultimate time to achieve a viscosity balance when there is an instant change in the rhythm of the haircut. However, there is no universal definition; the term sometimes applies to pseudoplastic fluids that do not show the ratio of viscosity/time. It is important to consider the difference between
tixotropic fluid and pseudoplastic fluid. The first shows a decrease in viscosity over time at a constant cutting rate, while the latter shows this decrease due to an increase in the cutting speed. Fluids, which have the opposite property, in which arousal over time causes hardening, are called reop'ctic,
sometimes anti-thixotropic, and much less common. Examples and applications of some gels and colloids are considered thixotropic materials, as they show a stable form at rest and become fluid when agitated. Modern varieties of alkaline coatings, latex and paints are usually thixotropic materials that do
not fall off the artist's brush, but can be applied easily and evenly as a liquefied gel when applied. Tomato sauce, yogurts and clay are often thixotropic. Another application is in the field of health, especially in tubes for sample analysis, where the goal is to separate the cellular components from the blood
and serum, leaving as a barrier to the gel of these characteristics separated by density gradients. See also Aberfan Dilatante (anonymity) Kaia Stupid Putty Effect Links Rainer, M., and Scott Blair, Terminology Reology, in Reology, Vol. 4 p. 461, (New York: Achedemic Press, 1967) Data: 288903 Received
from the Thixotropy is the property of some non-Newtonian liquids to which, when cutting stresses are applied, change their viscosity becomes more fluid. Simply put, thixotropic fluid is one that is normal viscous (even solid) but becomes fluid, shaking it more or less strongly. There are quite a lot of
examples of this type of liquid: mlaz, painting, yogurt, ketchup, most printed ink... Even the human body contains several types of them: synovial fluid from joints, sperm, or some cellular fluids such as cytoplasm. Its opposites, much less often, are called reopedic, which rest fluids but harden when
shaken. Flowing is the key to happiness says the famous psychologist Michael Csikszentmihalyi that to achieve happiness you need to find in our lives a condition that he calls flow or just Flow. In his world-famous book, Flow: The Psychology of Optimal Experience, he tells us how to get to this state:
State of Flow is, in fact, the ability to concentrate psychic energy and focus on the plans and goals of our choice, and that it feels worth realizing because such a life has been solved, and you like every moment in what you do. Interestingly, his research concludes that people come to happiness through
work, not so much about leisure, on the other hand, so necessary. I, modestly, dare to add to what Csikszentmihalyi says that people thixotropic fluid: flow and be happy we need a little agitation. If we always do the same thing, we stagnate, we harden. The way to flow is to shake or shake us. It means
finding change, starting new things, always having goals on the horizon... They don't have to be too easy, or we won't have enough, neither too hard (or impossible) because we'd get frustrated. The idea is to set goals that are consistent with our circumstances that motivate us and encourage us to move
forward. Everyone, regardless of our particular situation, can set such goals. Everyone should look for their own. Setting these goals is a way to shake and flow. Because happiness is not the goal: it is the way. Last year on this very day I encouraged to try new things, making small and big changes in
your attitude to life and others to improve as a society as a whole. A global utopia, but personally feasible. It's just a matter of suggestion and keep it in mind every day. Now, just twelve months later, what I suggest is a continuation of this, but focused on personal happiness: what you shake, what you're
flowing, in short, that you meditate and think that three or four professional and personal goals that you want to achieve this year that begins. Neither very easy nor very difficult. Focus on one or two and don't forget for a few days. If you work to achieve them, for the result you have gained, the path to
them will make you hopelessly happier. If you're not one of those rare reopedic liquids, of course  Happy 2014! Notes: Photograph: Marilyn Monroe Jumping, Shaking, Russian-born American photographer Philip Halsman. I love your pictures of people suspended in the air. In the 1950s, he developed
a jump and Famous characters jumping. Some of you may see them here. There's even one of Oppenheimer! Don't miss this video of myth hunters creating non-Newtonian liquids (extended liquids to be more accurate) with water and baking flour to get you through the water. I have to thank my friend
Ricardo Varela, a.k.a. Wonder Boy for giving me this book a couple of years ago. So yes, for no particular reason, I showed up at home one day through Amazon Uk. He loved it so much that he wanted to share the recipe for happiness with me. Thank you Ricardo   fluidos reopecticos y
tixotropicos ejemplos
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